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Summary of Paper

The paper asks a fantastic question!

How does growth in emerging markets affect global macroeconomic
volatility?

The mechanism proposed by the paper is:

emerging markets grow =⇒ increased global demand for safe assets
=⇒ decline in returns to safe assets (bank liabilities) =⇒ increased
bank leverage =⇒ crisis more likely/severe =⇒ decrease in safe
assets supply =⇒ employment and production collapse
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From Growth to Increased Demand of Safe Assets

growth in emerging markets =⇒ increased global demand for safe assets

Premise is that emerging markets have higher demand for safe
assets:

export-led growth fueled by undervalued currencies

emerging markets have underdeveloped financial markets

emerging markets face greater risk (consumers or firms)

Growth of emerging markets causes an increase in the global
demand for safe assets through a compositional change.

Paper does not discuss how demand for safe assets changes
endogenously in response to growth. This is not obvious since both
labor demand and supply shift with productivity.

Paper is all about the saving side, not about capital accumulation.
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The Global Rise of Corporate Saving (Karabarbounis and Neiman, 2012)
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Returns, Cost of Finance, and Leverage

decline in return to safe assets (bank liabilities) =⇒ increase in leverage

Assumption is that banks’ operating costs increase sharply with
leverage.

Positive relationship between leverage and spread between lending
rate to workers (borrowers) and funds rate to firms (savers).

Higher leverage implies higher cost of intermediation which requires
higher spread.

This is central in the mechanism of the paper. During the volatility
period, financial intermediation has become a more costly business.

Can the model generate stable unit cost of intermediation in the
90s and decline after 2005 (Philippon)?
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Multiple Equilibria and Sunspots

Banks can default on their liabilities to firms.

Assets (loans) of a defaulting bank can be sold at a price ξt .

Assets sold to other banks are worth ξt = 1 per unit.

Assets sold to other sectors are worth ξt = ξ̄ < 1 per unit.

Only liquid other banks can purchase assets of defaulting banks.

If other banks are liquid, assets of a defaulting bank will be sold to
banks. Because ξt is high, banks are liquid in equilibrium.

If other banks are illiquid, assets of a defaulting bank will be sold to
other sectors. Because ξt is low, banks are illiquid in equilibrium.
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Higher Leverage and Financial Crises

banks increase their leverage =⇒ financial crisis more likely/severe

Banks can default on their liabilities to firms.

This can happen when leverage ωt = bt/lt exceeds the recovery
price of assets ξt .

An increase in bank leverage can shift the economy from a region
with a unique equilibrium to a region with multiple equilibria.

Conditional on having multiple equilibria, an increase in bank
leverage increases the severity of a crisis as the banks default on a
larger stock of liabilities.
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From Financial Shocks to Employment and Output

decrease in supply of safe assets =⇒ production and employment collapse

The idea is similar to models with uninsured investment risk. Here
labor is risky and chosen before the realization of the shock.

A very low realization of productivity could lead consumption to fall
dramatically since labor is fixed in the short-run.

Hence, entrepreneurs accumulate assets to insure against these
shocks. Labor demand is increasing in these assets.

Is Great Recession consistent with declines in firms’ savings?
Deleveraging shocks, uncertainty shocks or expectations of future
tax increases would all cause increases in savings and a boom in
this model.

Important assumption: firms do not own the banks.
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Simulations and Results

1 Macro volatility (underlying distribution of outcomes) widens
significantly after 2005 in response to the growth in emerging
markets.

volatility may not be observed in the (macro) data!

2 Quite amazing result is the extreme sensitivity of the economy to
sunspots when leverage ω is high (e.g. 2008) relative to low (e.g.
without growth in emerging markets).

Paper should show and discuss paths of:

net foreign asset positions, size of financial sector, loans and
liabilities (they go down?), and consumption/welfare

Consider other shocks (e.g. decrease of τ pre-2008, then increase?;
absolute instead of only relative productivity shocks).
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Conclusion

Great question!

Novel mechanisms and elegant analysis.

More evidence/discussion of key steps in the argument:

intermediation costs increasing in leverage (i.e. intermediation costs
have increased over time)

employment drops associated with lower stock of savings

Can show/do more with the model.
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Other (Small) Stuff

Housing seems relatively orthogonal to everything else and doesn’t
do much.

Should consider extension with capital accumulation to think about
both sides of current account.

Not obvious why z̄ is necessary in disutility of labor. BGP not very
interesting in any case because BGP has no crisis.

Paper never shows the net foreign asset positions in simulations.

If financial crises are so bad, why don’t workers and firms write a
contract (say in terms of the wage) to sidestep banks?

Calibration of K̄ : can use Engel curves from US to allow for
different shares across countries.

Where do the values of σj come from?
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